
Making
science
accessible
Writer Naomi Arnold is brave
and talented enough to go
freelance in uncertain times.
She talks to Renee Lang.

With an impressive portfolio of
published material in local
and international magazines

(including New Zealand Geographic and
North and South), several books and a
string of awards under her belt, freelance
writer Naomi Arnold still manages to find
time to enjoy the outdoors. She walks her
beloved dog Dusty most days on Nelson's
Back Beach.

Naomi has just finished editing
Headlands: New Stories of Anxiety,
due out this month through Victoria
University Press. It's a compilation of
stories written by a wide variety of New
Zealanders, a number of them well-known
in their respective fields.

Born and raised in Te Puke, Naomi
studied English literature at Otago
University, where she was awarded a first-
class honours degree. This was followed
by a stint in Western Australia and then
the best part of three years teaching in
South Korea "to help pay off my student
loan". She also tried her hand at some
travel writing and had her first two pieces
published in the New Zealand Listener.

Naomi returned to New Zealand in
2008 to study for a graduate diploma in
journalism at the Canterbury University.
While still a student, she was offered
a scholarship to go to Antarctica as a
science writer, which involved spending
12 weeks at Scott Base.

"As someone keen on the outdoors
I've always been interested in the
natural world, and as a journalist I enjoy
translating concepts I find interesting for

"...I've always been
interested in the
natural world..."
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an audience. Science writing is perfect for
that," she says.

Cutting her teeth
So with her appetite for science

and environment-related writing firmly
whetted, she moved to Nelson and
started work at the Nelson Mail in 2009
as a health and environment reporter.

"It's quite a learning curve being
a new reporter for a regional paper - I
think it's really good training [for writers
and journalists] in that you meet so
many different kinds of people." After
that came a couple of years as a full-time
feature reporter, which was rewarding
but the possibility of writing longer,
in-depth stories, not just on the local
scene but for international consumption,
proved too hard to resist.

In 2014 she went freelance
and quickly established herself as a
talented and versatile writer. Accolades
followed, including the 2015 Regional &
Community Newspaper Feature Writer of
the Year and, most recently, 2018 Science
and Technology Award finalist at the
Voyager Media Awards.

"It's been full-on at times, but I've
certainly learnt a lot about running a
business, self-motivation and working

independently. There's quite a discipline
in writing feature stories quickly and
accurately enough to make a full-time
income, especially in the current
media landscape."

As for her favourite magazine, she
doesn't hesitate: "I love writing for New
Zealand Geographic because they are so
committed to top-quality journalism
and photography."

Naomi's next book, on New
Zealand astronomy, is due out through
HarperCollins next year. She's juggling
deadlines with making the most of the
milder weather. "I love the outdoors
and try to incorporate it in my daily life
through tramping, walking and cycling as
much as possible."

Naomi will be joined by author Danyl
McLauchlan, one of the contributors to
Headlands, and Green Party MP and
mental health advocate Chloe Swarbrick to
talk about mental illness in a session called
Mind Matters during the Readers and
Writers Week at this month's Nelson Arts
Festival. Naomi is also chairing The Robots
are Coming session at which poet Helen
Heath, Ministry for Women head Jo Cribb
and education manager David Glover
discuss the impact of robots on our lives.
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